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CONSTRAINTS AND THE EMERGENCE OF 'FREE' 
EXPLORATORY BEHAVIOR IN RAT ONTOGENY 

by 

OFER TCHERNICHOVSKI1'3), YOAV BENJAMINI2) and ILAN GOLANI1'4) 

(1Dept. of Zoology, George S. Wise Faculty of Life Sciences, Tel-Aviv University; 2Dept. 
of Statistics, Tel-Aviv University, Israel) 

(Acc. 20-XI-1995) 

Summary 

The present study attempts to combine the study of spatial learning with the study of open 
field behavior. We examine rat moment-to-moment behavior in the wide context of i) a large 
testing environment, ii) repeated exposures, and iii) development. Previous studies have 
shown that in adult rats, exploratory behavior of a novel environment is organized around 
a reference place termed the rat's home base. In this study we show that the appearance 
of a homebase is a singular stage in ontogeny, marking the transition from a low to a 
high scatter of movement in the environment. The increase in scatter is characterized by 
the appearance of several additional reference places. We suggest that the rat connects 
these reference places gradually and in a regular fashion. To do so we employ statistical 
filters which extract the principal places visited by the rat, and use measures of diversity 
which estimate the scatter of movement around these places. The presented data are the 
first derived from unconstrained behavior, supporting the hypothesis that the rat's cognitive 
space is represented in terms of local charts eventually combined into a global map. 

Keywords: locomotor activity, home base, spatial memory, open field, cognitive map, nav- 
igation. 

Introduction 

This study examines the ontogeny of infant rat spatial behavior during 
successive exposures to a large environment. Students of exploratory be- 
havior traditionally examine spatial learning in the context of pre-defined 

3) Corresponding author; e-mail: ilan99@ccsg.tau.ac.il 
4) This work was supported by a grant from the Israel Science Foundation Administered 
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tasks (Tolman, 1948; Berlyne, 1960; O'Keefe & Nadel, 1978; Olton, 1979; 
Morris, 1981; Whishaw & Mittleman, 1986; Gallistel, 1990). This allows 
a relatively precise testing of specific hypotheses. The more precise the 
test is, however, the more removed it is from real life situations. A critical 
but often neglected question in the assessment of an experimentally derived 
theory is whether it is expressed in spontaneous, moment-to-moment be- 
havior. Students of open field behavior typically ignore, however, moment- 
to-moment spatial learning, because one doesn't know what are the specific 
aspects of the environment which are used by the animal as a reference for 
such learning (Geyer et al., 1986; Mueller et al., 1989; Paulus & Geyer, 
1991). 

The present study is an attempt to combine the study of spatial learning 
with the study of open field behavior. Clearly, animals must familiarize 
themselves with the environment also during free behavior, and in doing so 
they must relate to some aspects of that environment. We outline a method 
that identifies places of reference established by the animals, and then use 
these places for the study of moment-to-moment spatial learning. To do so 
we study the morphology of behavior. 

As pointed out by Gallistel (1990), a description of the morphology of 
exploratory behavior is of interest because "we must develop theories about 
how the animal represents space, ... (and) to do this, we need to know 
what is it about space that animals represent. The best way to get that 
information is from the study of how they determine their courses through 
their environment". Morphology is of interest also because constraints on 
the paths and places traversed by rats partly shape their perceptual input 
which is the basis of spatial representation (Mataric, 1991). 

Once a structural account of the morphology of behavior is available, it 
can also be used to evaluate current hypotheses about the nature of animal 
spatial representations. The hypothesis that a cognitive map consists of a 
metric global representation of the environment (Gallistel, 1990), implies 
direct access to any location in that environment. 

Lately, the existence of world representations in animals was questioned 
(Arbib, 1990; Poucet, 1993; Brooks, 1994; Prescot, 1994). It has been 
demonstrated, for example, that robots are capable of reliable and robust 
navigational performance while their sensor data show so much structural 
variation, that it is impossible to decide what is the location of the robot 
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CONSTRAINTS IN RAT EXPLORATORY BEHAVIOR 521 

in any given time. Such evidence excludes any sort of world model based 
navigational scheme (Smithers, 1994). A less extreme position is that 
the representation of the environment in the brain is not in terms of one 
absolute space but rather a patchwork of approximated spaces (partial rep- 
resentations) that link sensation to action (Arbib, 1990). Poucet (1993) 
similarly hypothesized that at least during early stages of exposure, the 
animal's map consists of several location-dependent representations, where 
each location functions as a distinct frame of reference. This hypothesis 
postulates the existence of 'privileged places' that are used as local ref- 
erences. The partial representations hypothesis is more compatible with 
intrinsic constraints on the animal's paths. Suppose an animal that has 
two location dependent representations with only a partial spatial overlap 
between them. The freedom to perform a path between any two places 
would then depend on the two places being represented within the same 
representation. The constraints on the paths should disappear once the lo- 
cal representations are integrated into a 'Multiple-Point Reference System' 
(Poucet, 1993). 

In spite of the extensive work on exploratory behavior, there is little sup- 
port for the partial representation hypothesis. Recently, it has been shown 
that when an adult rat is exposed to a novel environment, it establishes a 
preference for one particular place, termed the rat's home base. The home 
base is the place where the rat stays for a significantly longer cumulative 
time than in all the other places, and where it typically stops for the highest 
number of times. The values of these measures in the home base are of 
a higher order of magnitude compared to the respective values scored in 
all the other places. In the home base the rat also shows a high incidence 
of grooming, significantly higher than expected by the proportion of time 
spent there. Crouching and pivoting in place 'in a nest-building fashion' 
are exclusive to this place (Eilam & Golani, 1989). 

The home base constrains the number of stops a rat may perform between 
two successive visits to it. Moreover, the probability of returning to the 
home base increases with every additional stop performed by the rat when 
away from it. From these points of view the home base might be considered 
as a reference place from which exploratory cycles are performed (Golani 
et al., 1993). 
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Because the home base is, in the above described sense, a reference 
place, the rat could also use it as a reference place for spatial learning. 
The patterning of movement around this place, and if it is a temporary 
phenomenon, the patterning of movement after its disappearance could 
help in examining the local representations hypothesis. 

In Eilam & Golani (1989) the home base was described as a static 
phenomenon, but that study involved a single exposure of adult rats to 
a small environment. To study the organization of movement around the 
home base it would have helped to have an initial stage with no home base 
and an advanced stage in which spatial learning had been established over 
a large area. Such a gradient could unfold in the ontogeny of behavior, 
during repeated exposures to the same large environment. To obtain this 
gradient, however, we had to sacrifice the distinction between the effects 
of age and experience. 

To reveal intrinsic constraints on exploration, our testing environment 
was much larger than the area traversed by the rat in one or even several ses- 
sions during early ontogeny, but small enough to allow the rat to ultimately 
cover it. In this way, observed constraints could not be attributed to a trivial 
interaction between the rat's paths and the environment's boundaries. 

In many animal species, exploratory behavior consists of a rapid alterna- 
tion between progressing and stopping (Cody, 1968; Golani et al., 1993). 
Furthermore, it has also been suggested that in many instances, to map 
scanning behavior the investigator need only accumulate observations on 
stopping behavior (Bell, 1991). A young rat performs hundreds or even 
thousands of visits (stops) to places, in the process of becoming familiar 
with an environment during its ontogeny. A drawing of the entire route 
traced by the rat during its ontogeny would not only be cluttered, but also 
too similar to the actual route, and therefore not as accessible for quantita- 
tive analysis. Therefore, we first had to employ a time series representation 
that would highlight the patterns, if any, and be accessible for quantitative 
treatment. Next, we had to use a statistical filter that would eliminate the 
'noise' and enhance the presumed underlying pattern. Once a pattern was 
detected, it was necessary to develop tools that would express formally the 
initial intuitively based perceptions, and test their validity. 
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Materials and methods 

Animals 

Subjects were 8 Long-Evans hooded rats, all of one clutch (Department of Animal Breeding, 
Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel). To ensure appropriate development, rats 
were kept with their mother in a 35 x 30 x 25 cm3 metal cage for the first 26 postnatal days. 
Later on, to enhance the rats' attachment to their caregiver and increase the rats' motivation 
for exploration, the rats were housed individually. They were kept in 30 x 15 x 35 cm3 
transparent cages, so that they had visual contact with each other. Cages were kept at 
home, to allow constant exposure to their caregiver; each rat was handled twice daily 
for 5 min, and, from the 10th postnatal day and on, was also allowed to explore the 
environment near the cage for 5 min. In this way the rats were not deprived of social and 
environmental stimuli. One animal (rat D) was accidentally killed 11 days before the end 
of the observations. 

Testing environment 

Observations were performed in a 2.8 x 3.2 m2 living room including 2 cupboards, a 
loudspeaker, 2 doors and paintings on the walls; otherwise the room was empty. To avoid 
olfactory influence, the room was washed with a detergent after each session. 

Session planning and recording procedure 

Each of the rats was tested in the same environment repeatedly, during its ontogeny, for 
9-11 times (sessions): starting on the 16th postnatal day, the rat was tested for 3 weeks, 
twice a week (6 sessions). Then, for 2 extra weeks, it was tested in 3-5 additional sessions, 
reaching a cumulative overall time of 1.5-2.5 h of exploratory activity. The rats were 
exposed to the testing room only during the sessions. 

Sessions were carried out at night, between 21:00-02:00. Each rat in its turn was gently 
taken out of its cage, carried to the testing room, placed in the middle of it, and kept on 
the floor covered by hand for a few seconds, facing a fixed direction. Videotaping of the 
rat proceeded as soon as the rat was released. To mask outside noise, music was played 
throughout the session. 

Based on preliminary observations we have found that once a young rat became immobile 
in the testing environment for several minutes, it stayed immobile for hours. Therefore, 
sessions were terminated after 15 min, or after 5 min of immobility (typically occurring 
after 1-5 min of activity), whichever came first. The rat was placed back in its cage as soon 
as the session ended, so that the time recorded was also the rat's total time of exposure to 
the room. 

Data acquisition 

When placed in the room the rat alternates between progressing (i.e. forward walking or 
running) and stopping: it progresses forward for a distance of 20-200 cm, then stops 
by performing so-called closing steps (in which the stepping leg lands besides the contra 
lateral leg instead of landing ahead of it), then freezes and/or performs horizontal and/or 
vertical scanning movements while staying in place. During staying in place it may perform 
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sideways and/or backward steps or steps in place, with each of its legs, and may even step 
forward for one or two steps. Then it resumes forward progression, stops in a new place, 
etc. (Golani et al., 1993). In intact rats, forward progression and scanning movements are 
always separated in time. In the present study, Stopping was recorded whenever the rat 
ceased to progress forward for at least 0.5 s. The rare instances in which the rat ceased 
to progress forward, stayed in place, then performed two forward steps and stopped again, 
etc., were recorded as one stop if they extended over at least 0.5 s. 

Floor tiles (20 x 20 cm) were labeled by numerals which were drawn on them, and used 
as place units. Time coded videotapes of the rat's locomotor behavior were displayed on 
the screen at a desired speed, and the places where the rat stopped were coded using custom 
programs that allowed the computer keyboard to serve as an event recorder. For each rat, 
all its sessions across ontogeny were recorded from beginning to end. 

The record thus consisted of the sequence of stops and their respective durations in the 
order of their occurrence. 

Since rats rarely continued to locomote following a stop of 100 s, an instance in which 
a rat did stop for a longer interval was recorded as a 100 s stop. 

Data analysis and statistics 

Because rats stop frequently and because intervals of progression are much shorter (range 
0.5-2 s) than intervals of staying in place (range 0.5-100 and an average of 6 s), recording 
of stopping locations and their respective durations provides a reasonable approximation of 
the rat's behavior in locale space. 

In the present study, each rat's overall record included between 180-780 stops. In order to 
assess the spatio-temporal organization of stops, this record was partitioned into successive 
and equal time intervals (including a variable number of stops). We characterized each 
interval by two measures: one evaluating the rat's location during that interval, and another 
evaluating the scatter of stopping places during that interval: 

i) The rat's home base, characterized by the longest duration of staying in it, has been 
previously shown to be a reference place around which stopping was organized (Golani 
et al., 1993). In the present study, the place in which the rat stayed for the longest duration 
of time within a large enough time interval - the rat's principal place - could be the rat's 
home base during that interval. Scanning the data with an interval of an appropriate length 
could therefore serve as a filter that would exclude short stops and highlight the principal 
places - the presumed home bases used by the rat. 

ii) The second measure of an interval represented the rat's freedom of movement. The 
scatter of stops within the environment is intuitively related to the size of the area enclosed 
by the rat's path within a given time interval. In addition, we considered the distribution 
of time among stops. A maximal scatter of stops would imply a wide distribution in space 
and time. Figure 1 illustrates this by 3 examples, each of the same time interval, including 
4 visits to 4 places. In a, the 4 visited places are close to each other and the duration 
of visits, represented by the circles' diameters are biased. In b, the same biased time 
distribution is applied to a wider scatter in space, and in c, the scatter in both time and 
space is wide and homogenous. The intuitive increase in the scatter, from left to right, is 
demonstrated first in the spatial (a to b) and then in the temporal domain (b to c). It is also 
expressed in the calculated measure of diversity typed under each of the figures. 
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Fig. 1. A figure illustrating how we measured the spatial and temporal scatter of a rat's 
stops within a given time interval. Three simulated examples, each of a fixed interval, of 
4 visits of a rat to 4 places in the room. The rectangle represents the walls of the room; each 
circle represents a stopping location, and its diameter - the relative duration of stopping. 
The intuitive increase in the scatter, from the left to the right rectangle, is expressed in the 

calculated measure of diversity, typed under each of the figures. 

The spatial and temporal scatter of stops within a given time interval is thus captured 
by a measure of diversity developed by us. It represents the average distance between 
every two stops within the interval, weighted by the time distribution (for principles of 
measurement of diversity see Patil & Taillie, 1982). The diversity is defined as: 

D(t) - jj(PjPjDistancejj) 

where P is the proportion of time spent at a stopping place. i and j are two indexes 
indicating every pair of stopping places. The summation is, therefore, over every possible 
pair of stops within an interval. The distance between the two indicated stopping places 
is measured in centimeters. This diversity measure is designed to increase as a greater 
distance is 'covered', and as the duration of stopping is distributed more homogeneously 
within that distance (the product of the time proportions is obviously the largest when Pi 
and Pj are equal). 

With these measures at hand, a critical problem was that of choosing an appropriate 
time interval for scanning the data. This was done empirically, by searching for the time 
interval that would highlight the presumed home base by sifting out most of the short stops 
in other places besides the home base. The interval should thus be long enough to capture 
at list one visit to the home base. An excursion around a home base typically includes up 
to 10 short stops (1-3 s) followed by one long stop at the home base (which may reach 
up to a 100 s and more). The cumulative duration of stopping when away from the home 
base is typically between 10-30 s. Therefore, the interval size of 40-80 s captures the home 
base, if it exists. Practically we chose an interval size of 60 s which provided good filtering 
without sacrificing the overall spatiotemporal patterning of stopping behavior. This 60 s 
interval was therefore used to define at each instance the place in which the rat stopped 
for the longest duration of time - its principal place during that interval. The sequence of 
principal places throughout ontogeny, recorded every 20 s, provides a representation of the 
presumed reference places around which stopping behavior was organized (see Fig. 4B). 

The same 60 s interval was also used for measuring diversity, so that each principal 
place had a corresponding value of diversity, D(60). Because the sequence of principal 
places appeared to preserve the spatial patterning of stopping, the D(60) diversity measure 
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represents mostly the moment-to-moment distribution of stops, and is therefore referred to 
as local diversity (The term 'Local' is used here in the mathematical sense of a short-term 
measurement, and not in the geographical sense). 
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Fig. 2. Different interval sizes might reveal different levels of the organization of 'stops' 
in artificial data. A: The X-axis represents time and the Y-axis represents locations of 
'stopping'. As shown, the graph consists of oscillations of two orders of magnitude: low 
level oscillations of amplitude 1, which persist throughout the session, and sporadic high 
level oscillations between regions. Note that following 4 oscillations between regions the 
simulated rat stabilizes for a relatively long time in one region (between places 16 and 17). 
C: A diversity measure of time interval 3. As shown, D(3) values are constant since this 
interval size captures only the low level oscillations. B: A diversity measure of time interval 
- 100. As shown, this interval size captures also the high level oscillations. When the 
simulated rat stabilizes for a long time in one region, D(100) values decrease and therefore 

its reciprocal peaks, thereby pointing to the middle of the stabilization period. 
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It is important to emphasize that both D(60) and the principal places were empirically 
shown to be insensitive to moderate changes of interval size of, say, ±20 s. On the 
other hand, an interval size longer in an order of magnitude has an interesting influence 
on the diversity values: suppose, for example, a rat visiting two groups of places, each 
consisting of adjacent places but located far away from each other. Suppose further that 
places within each of the groups are visited successively with sporadic transitions between 
groups. Assessment of the scatter of visits through a small time window shows mainly the 
distribution of visits within each group, whereas a large time window shows mainly the 
distribution of visits between the two groups (for a discussion of the use of different time 
scales in measurement see Schoner et al., 1992). 

Different scales of interval duration may thus reveal different aspects of the organization 
of stopping behavior. This is of particular relevance to our data, where we want to distin- 
guish between periods of stability and periods of instability of home base behavior (for an 
illustration see Fig. 2). 

A long-term measure of diversity based on a much longer time interval is thus necessary 
to test the hypothesis that a higher level of organization of stopping behavior across groups 
of principal places exists. Because the longest stopping durations measured were 100 s, 
we wanted a few times longer interval size, that would obviously be still much shorter 
than the overall ontogenetic time. A D(400) measure of diversity, based on 400-s intervals 
was found to satisfy this demand. D(400) was found to be less influenced by transient 
movements and often included more than one session, and thus, could uncover regularities 
across sessions. If indeed D(400) represents faithfully the overall spatial scattering of 

stopping across groups of places, the reciprocal of D(400), being a more sensitive tool for 

picking up a relatively small diversity, is more convenient for picking up periods of long 
term stability. The D(400) reciprocal was defined as 

GC = 1/(400) 

GC designating Global (i.e. long-term) Concentration. A high GC value implies a low 
'overall' diversity. GC would rise only if the same place, or a narrow zone of adjacent 
places, was preferred for several successive visits. GC is thus constructed to pick up long 
intervals with one principal place. Also, GC values were found to be stable on a wide range 
of intervals, between 300-500 s. We therefore emphasize that the exact intervals chosen for 
both LD and GC are not that important. 

Results 

A description of the behavior of a representative rat 

We will first analyze in some detail the behavior of a specific rat, and then 
use it as a reference in the examination of the behavior of all the other rats. 

The behavior of rat A, which was exposed repeatedly to the same room 
in the course of its ontogeny, can be divided into 3 stages: During the 
first stage, movement in locale space showed no regularity across sessions, 
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Fig. 3. Stopping locations and their durations in successive sessions across ontogeny. 
Rectangle represents room walls. Each circle represents a stopping location, and its diameter 
- the relative duration of stopping (between 0.5-100 s; relative duration is calculated in 
reference to the longest stop in the current session). A: The first stage (sessions 1-4). B: The 
second stage (sessions 5-7). As shown, the long stops were performed in one and the same 
place in these three sessions. C: The third stage (sessions 8-10). As shown, a new principal 
place was established during the 8th session. The 9th session included the principal place 
of the 2nd stage as well as the long stop of the 8th session. The 10th session included 
many stops all over the room. D: The 10th session is divided into 5 parts of 40 stops 
each. Note the similarity between the 9th session and the first part of the 10th session. 
In the 2nd part of the session the rat covered the opposite side of the room. In the 4th 
part the rat stopped all around the walls, and in the 5th it visited the middle of the room, 

thereby completing the coverage of the whole room. 
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and the number of stops per session was relatively small: during the first 
4 sessions this rat did not show any tendency to return to the same place, 
both within and across sessions (Fig. 3, sessions 1-4). Each session was 
characterized by a few short stops followed by one long stop which ter- 
minated the session. This stop was performed in each of the sessions in a 
different location. 

During the second stage, movement in locale space became organized 
around one place, which was preferred across, and typically also within 
sessions: in the next three sessions (Fig. 3, sessions 5-7) the rat performed 
long stops only in corner IV (termed 'the rat's first preferred place'). 

During the third stage (Fig. 3, sessions 8-10), rat A performed much 
more complex patterns of stops, characterized by stopping (and moving) 
between several areas. During the 8th session, it performed a long visit 
in a place which was close to corner III. Note that corner IV (the first 
preferred place) was also visited during this session, but for a short visit 
only. During the 9th session it performed long stops in both corners IV 
and III. In the 10th session it performed many stops all over the room. 
A closer examination shows that stops were not homogeneously scattered 
over the room during that session. In Fig. 3, 10/1-5, the 10th session is 
partitioned into five parts of 40 stops each. In the first part, long visits 
were paid to corners III and IV, as in the 9th session. In the second part, 
the rat stopped on the opposite side of the room (corners II and I), and in 
the third part, it stopped in several additional places. In the fourth part it 
stopped all around the walls, and in the fifth part, it stopped all over the 
room. 

In summary, this rat's movement was initially constrained and became 
systematically less constrained later on. This rat 'connected' places in an 
orderly fashion: at first, only one place was preferred by it, then another 
one, then it preferred both places (the rat actually ran repeatedly from one 
preferred place to the other). Then, after covering one side of the room 
with stops (first part of the 10th session), the rat covered the opposite side. 
In the next stage, a connection was established between both sides, as 
though on a higher level. Finally, stops were performed all over the room, 
as if the boundaries of the room were connected to its central area. 
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A quantitative analysis of the behavior of the same rat 

Each of the examined rats showed a unique pattern of stops in terms of their 
overall number, location, temporal order, and number of principal places. 
Nevertheless, the 3 stages mentioned above appeared to be common to all. 
We will now examine the hypothesis that each rat's stopping behavior can 
indeed be partitioned into similar three stages. To do so we use quantitative 
measures that assess i) whether and when a rat establishes its 'first preferred 
place', and ii) the spreading of exploratory activity across the room. The 
hypothesis will be supported if one and only one stage of a single preferred 
place will be identified in all the rats and if a spreading of exploratory 
activity will appear after and only after this stage of a single preferred 
place. Quantitative analysis is first applied to the behavior of rat A. 

The same data which were presented in raw form in Fig. 3, are rep- 
resented and analyzed in general terms in Fig. 4. Figure 4A, in particu- 
lar, discloses both the intricacies of moment-to-moment behavior and the 
whole ontogenetic continuum: it shows all the places which were visited 
by rat A in their proper temporal order, across sessions, including stopping 
durations. Locations are represented, however, only by the tangential com- 
ponent of their polar coordinate so that their distance from the center of the 
room is not represented (the spread of visits to the center of the room, oc- 
curring toward the end of ontogeny, is not represented). Corner IV, which 
was the first preferred place of rat A, is represented in Fig. 4A at the up- 
permost horizontal space of the graph. As shown, during the early sessions 
4 long bars (representing long stops) are located in variable locations, and 
short bars are rare (compare to Fig. 3, sessions 1-4). Then, a particularly 
long bar, extending over 3 successive sessions is located in the graph in 
the uppermost horizontal space, representing corner IV (compare with Fig. 
3, sessions 5-7; the reader is invited to also examine the correspondence 
between Fig. 3 and 4A during the third ontogenetic stage). As will be 
shown next, one advantage of this mode of presentation is that it allows us 
to determine precisely when each stage began, how it developed, and how 
it ended. 

Figure 4B presents the principal places (in the sense of being visited for 
the longest period in the 60-s interval) of the same rat whose full record 
of stopping places was presented in Fig. 4A. As described in the methods 
section, the filter of 60 s used for this figure was established empirically. 
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Fig. 4. Stopping behavior of rat A. A: Stopping locations and durations are represented in 
the order of their performance across sessions. The Y-axis represents the places according 
to their horizontal angular deviation from a specified starting position, as viewed from 
the center of the room. The X-axis represents time, but includes only stopping durations 
(eliminating thereby the time of transition from one stopping place to another). Each stop is 
thus represented by a horizontal bar whose length is proportional to the duration of stopping 
and its vertical coordinate represents the location of stopping. Tics on the X-axis indicate 
each session's borders. B: Same as in Fig. 4A, but only locations and durations of stopping 
in principal places are represented. C: The Global Concentration values (I/D(400)) in a 
similar presentation and time scale as in Fig. 4A, B. As shown, a single peak in the GC 
values, indicated by an arrow points to the middle portion of the second stage (in the 6th 
session) so that each GC value may be related to the principal places, located right above it, 
in Fig. 3B. D: The Local Diversity (D(60)) values in a similar time scale to that represented 
in Fig. 4A, B, so that each diversity value may be related to its corresponding principal 

place in Fig. 4B. 
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It eliminates most of the stopping places, and yet shows a crude but clear 
picture of the sequence of long stops across ontogeny. In the second stage, 
for example, only visits to the first preferred place pass the filter and form 
a continuous horizontal line (top horizontal row in Fig. 4B) that extended 
from the 5th to the 7th session. Note, that this line is the longest across 
the ontogeny of this rat. We can also see how, in the 9th session, the rat 
visited altematingly the first preferred place and the principal place of the 
8th session. 

Figure 4D (bottom graph) presents the local diversity LD (= D(60)) of 
stopping places for the same behavioral record, using intervals of 60 s. The 
greater the distance covered, and the more homogenous the distribution of 
durations of stops within this distance, the higher is the diversity value. 
As shown, the values of the local diversity are low in the first and second 
stage, and start to ascend immediately after the second stage. This ascent 
represents quantitatively the increase in shuttling between places shown in 
Fig. 3. 

The diversity measure can also be used to identify the second stage. So 
far, we measured local diversity at the same time interval used for sifting 
out the principal places. As mentioned in the methods section, D(400) 
measures the diversity component that might exist across the intervals of 
60 s (for illustration see Fig. 2). 

Figure 4C presents the Global Concentration, GC (the reciprocal of the 
Global Diversity, i.e. 1/D(400)). During the first stage of rat A, the Global 
Concentration was low because each interval included few sessions, com- 
prised of stops at distant parts of the room. During the second stage, the 
Global Concentration arose sharply and reached a peak (indicated on the 
graph by an arrow) because the interval included several sessions comprised 
of stops around a fixed principal place. During the third stage, Global Con- 
centration became low again because several distant principal places were 
included in each interval, and also because the short-term Local Diversity 
was much higher at that stage. 

In summary, the first stage of rat A is characterized by a low Local Di- 
versity and a low Global Concentration. The second stage is characterized 
by preferring repeatedly one and the same place, concurrently with a peak 
in the Global Concentration values. The 3rd stage of rat A is characterized 
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by leaving the first preferred place, concurrently with a sharp increase in 
the Local Diversity values. 

Similar stages can be distinguished in all rats 

Figure 5 presents the records of all the principal places of each of the 
rats across ontogeny, along with the Global Concentration (middle graph) 
and Local Diversity values. Looking first at the graphs of the principal 
places (top graph in each of the rats) - the most direct display of places 
- similar stages to those detected for rat A can be identified clearly for 
about half of the rats. The principal places pattern for rats D, G, and 
H, are first spread, then concentrated, and finally spread again. In other 
rats such stages can also be identified, but somewhat ambiguously, and the 
individual variability is large. Thus the evidence from the graph of the 
principal places by itself is not very convincing. 

In contrast, once we combine for each rat the evidence from the Global 
Concentration and Local Diversity pattern, the global structure is very sim- 
ilar in all rats. Starting with Local Diversity (bottom graph in each of the 
triplets), note that at the beginning there is a period of low values. At 
some late point, the Local Diversity starts to rise, and toward the end of 
ontogeny it stabilizes at a high level, achieving its maximal value there. 
The Global Concentraticn (second graph in each of the triplets) is also low 
at the beginning of ontogeny, and at some point starts to rise. In contrast 
to the property of the Local Diversity, however, the Global Concentration 
falls back to low levels at some later point, and is eventually close to zero 
at the end. The maximal value of the Global Concentration is always peaky 
- pointing clearly at a specific time and place (see highest peak indicated 
by arrow in each of the GC graphs) - unlike that of the Local Diversity. 

For all eight rats, the GC highest (peaky) value precedes that of the 
maximal (flat) value of the Local Diversity. Moreover, in 7 out of the 
8 rats the Local Diversity starts the steep part of its rise immediately after 
the drop in the GC values. In rat E the rise in LD also occurs after the 
drop, but not immediately. To sum up these relationships, three stages can 
be clearly identified in the ontogeny of all the rats: the first, identified by 
low levels of both Local Diversity and Global Concentration; the second, 
marked by a peak in the Global Concentration while Local Diversity is still 
relatively low; and the third, starting with the drop of Global Concentration 
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Fig. 5. The principal places and the corresponding Global Concentration values and Local 
Diversity for each of the rats (see Fig. 4B, C, D for details). 
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and increase in Local Diversity and marked by a very low level of Global 
Concentration and high level of Local Diversity throughout the remaining 
observed part. 

Once the similarity of the stages in the eight rats is established, we may 
further use jointly the graphs of the principal places and the two measures, 
to understand the individual patterns of some of the rats. In six of the rats 
(A, B, D, E, G and H) the Global Concentration peak indicates a sequence 
of the same principal place, which forms a long line. In all rats but G, this 
line extends almost continuously over 3-4 sessions. In rat G, although the 
peak is sharp and concurs with the longest line of principal places, it only 
extends over one session. In rats C and F the peak refers to a narrow section 
of principal places rather than to a single place. This section of less than 
40 degrees has been preferred in these two rats for more than 50% of the 
cumulative stopping time. In intervals during which this section was not 
preferred by the rats, the Global Concentration values were relatively low. 
By lumping these places into a single 'place', and ignoring our arbitrarily 
established place unit of 20 cm, we suggest that the first home base might 
be described as either focused (in the first six rats), or somewhat distributed 
(in the remaining two). Rat F, for example, exhibited a Local Diversity 
that amounted to about 50% of its maximum value throughout stages one 
and two. This was a much higher level than that of the other rats. Note, 
that in this particular rat the second stage was not only long, but also 
spatially unfocused. Also, the peak appeared at the end of this stage, and 
Local Diversity ascended immediately afterwards: this further emphasizes 
the coupling between maximal Global Concentration, abandonment of the 
home base, and increase in Local Diversity. 

It might thus be concluded that not only does the peak in the Global 
Concentration mark the second period, of constriction in the number of 
principal places, but it also detects a singular point in time and place in 
the transition from low to high local locomotor diversity. 

Chronological order of stages across rats 

Our experimental setup did not allow a distinction between the effects of 
age and experience. Still, we found that whereas the timing of the GC 
peaks was variable on the temporal scale of stops (Fig. 5), it was relatively 
fixed chronologically. All the peaks occurred within a narrow age interval, 
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around an average of 31 days postnatally, with a standard deviation of 
4.89 days. Rat F, for example, performed some 500 stops before the peak 
occurred, while rat D performed less then 50. Nevertheless, rat D's GC 
peak occurred two days later(!) then that of rat F, and on the same day of 
rat C (who performed more than 100 stops before the GC peak). The same 
high variability was observed in the cumulative duration of stops before 
the GC peak. Both the number of visits and their cumulative duration are 
a reasonable measure of exploratory experience because most of activity 
time is spent in places, rather then in movement between them. The age 
interval between 24-34 postnatal days included almost the whole second 
stage of rats A, D, E, F, G, H, most of the second stage of rat F, and a 
third of that of rat C. 

Discussion 

The present study divides the ontogenetic record into three distinct stages. 
In the first stage, both Local Diversity and Global Concentration were 
low: This seemingly bizarre combination of locally restricted and globally 
spread stopping activity stemmed from a low and unorganized stopping 
behavior: the rats showed no memory of principal places, neither within 
nor between sessions, and the activity around a principal place was low. In 
the second stage, Local Diversity was still low but Global Concentration 
increased and reached a peak: the rat returned several times to the same 
principal place, or to a narrow zone of principal places. In the third stage, 
the single principal place was succeeded by several principal places. These 
places exhibited stability in spite of a dramatic increase in local (and global) 
diversity, as the rats' stopping places scattered all over the room. 

To sum up, in the wider context, the single home base is a transitory stage 
whose boundaries can be established quantitatively. Once accomplished, 
the implications of this stage for exploratory behavior can be examined. 
Such examination reveals that the single home base stage is a singular 
event, marking the transition from low to high spatiotemporal diversity of 
the rat's movement in locale space. There is thus a seemingly paradoxical 
coupling between the imposition of a global constraint (Global Concentra- 
tion; the organization of all movement around a single home base), and the 
emergence of local freedom (an increase in Local Diversity). If indeed the 
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single home base stage corresponds to the establishment of a local chart 
a la Poucet (1993), for example, then the apparent constraint should reflect 
the emergence of a mapping process that would ultimately increase the 
freedom of movement. This assumption could also explain the intrinsic 
constraint on the number of stops performed between two successive visits 
to the home base (Golani et al., 1993): if measurements are performed in 
reference to the home base, one would expect the number of stops (local 
views?) within each measurement to be limited. 

Another important point is that the transition from low to high Local 
Diversity occurred not during, but (immediately) after the first home base 
period ended. As mentioned, our diversity measure is sensitive not only 
to the spatial distribution of stops but also to the time distribution between 
them. Therefore, by definition the diversity does not increase substantially 
unless there are at least two distant locations between which time is evenly 
distributed. This leaves us with two possibilities: either that after the 
second stage stops were simply spread randomly in time and space with 
no further restrictions until the home base 'dissolved', or, that additional 
local charts were established and gradually connected. This study supports 
the second possibility: at least in rat A, there were several preferred places 
during the third stage, that were established and interconnected to one 
another in an ordered manner, within and across sessions. A qualitative 
assessment of the data suggests that in spite of the increasing diversity, the 
stability of several principal places was maintained in all rats during the 
third stage. Presently, however, we do not have a method for quantifying 
the presumed establishment and connection of reference places. 

This being an introductory study, our experimental setup was not de- 
signed to separate the effects of age and of experience. Nevertheless, the 
single home base period was found to be correlated with age rather than 
with experience (i.e. activity). On the other hand, this period correlates also 
with the number of exposures preceding it. In adult rats, a home base is 
established immediately upon introduction to a novel environment (within 
8-10 stops; Eilam & Golani, 1989). The first stage, observed in infants, 
is thus absent in adults. Finally, it is of interest to note that the relational 
mapping system apparently centered in the hippocampal formation matures 
in the rat at about 21-28 days postnataly (Bayer & Altman, 1987), and the 
single home base stage occurred in all rats between 24-34 days. An abrupt 
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emergence of exploratory behavior over the third week of life was reported 
in infant rats by Nadel (1990). 

As emphasized in the results, the same 3 stages of exploration were 
found in all the rats, although the individual pattern of stopping and the 
individual level of activity were highly variable. Further studies, of a 
much larger group size, are necessary in order to assess the way in which 
individual differences in behavior (e.g. Schwegler & Crusio, 1995) might 
fit into the behavioral scheme proposed in this study. 
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